ZNZ Weekly Announcements

Week 14, 6-9 April 2021

SEMINARS AND COLLOQUIA

**Wednesday, 7 April 2021**

**TARGET ANTIGENS IN MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS**
Roland Martin, nims, Department of Neurology, University Hospital Zurich, University of Zurich
(Neuroimmunology and MS Research Seminar nims)
Join Zoom Meeting: https://uzh.zoom.us/j/68053007063?pwd=TnVhT29tT1h4Y1NjTC9uUDFuSFZPUT09
Passcode: 098691
Wednesday, 07.04.2021, 12:30

**NEUE NICHT-MEDIKAMENTÖSE THERAPIEVERFAHREN IN DER EPILEPSIE**
Lukas Imbach, Klinik Lengg
(Aktuelle Themen aus der Neuropädiatrie)
Join Starleaf Meeting: https://meet.starleaf.com/4283363191/app
Wednesday, 07.04.2021, 13:00 – 13:45

**Thursday, 8 April 2021**

**PROGRESS ON LOW-FIELD MRI, AN OVERVIEW OF THE AMT CENTER ON-GOING DEVELOPMENTS**
Mathieu Saracanie, University of Basel
(Seminar on Biomedical Magnetic Resonance)
ZOOM: Please write to weiger@biomed.ee.ethz.ch, if you are interested to join. Links will be sent by e-mail.
Thursday, 08.04.2021, 12:00

**HUMAN BRAIN PROJECT: TEA & SLIDES SESSION**
(HBP Education Programme)
Webinar, registration is mandatory: https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/education/HBPTeaAndSlides/
Thursday, 08.04.2021, 14:00 – 14:30 CEST

**Friday, 9 April 2021**

**PANDEMIE UND HÄUSLICHE GEWALT**
Angela Guldmann, Fachstelle Forensic Assessment & Risk Management, Klinik für Forensische Psychiatrie, Psychiatrische Universitätsklinik Zürich
(Psychiatrisches Kolloquium ZGPP und PUK)
Join Zoom Meeting: https://uzh.zoom.us/j/93692522530?pwd=dFQvUWFrSzVSU0hiNUhLSGFLYnJFUT09
Friday, 09.04.2021, 11:00 – 12:30

**NUTRIENT-SENSING NEURONS IN SLEEP-WAKE BRAIN CIRCUITS**
Denis Burdakov, D-HEST, ETH Zurich
(Sleep and Health Seminar)
Join Zoom Meeting: https://uzh.zoom.us/j/92103677699?pwd=akpBM1Q0YlZuanVkUG9iYW90aG8rQT09
Meeting ID: 921 0367 7699, Password: 144202
Friday, 09.04.2021, 12:15 - 13:15

The deadline for updates of seminars, colloquia, etc. is Thursday morning for the following week. Please note that the weekly announcements are subject to modifications at short notice. We recommend you to check on the corresponding institute website of the seminar shortly before the event. Updates are also available at http://www.neuroscience.uzh.ch/en/news.html
Contact: Neuroscience Center Zurich, Winterthurerstrasse 190, 8057 Zurich 044 635 33 81 – info@neuroscience.uzh.ch